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Abstract power limited; the power supplied to the device di-
rectly relates to an increase in exhaust velocity andA set of universal laws for the scaling of pulsed elec- specific impulse. The ability to supply large amountstric propulsion systems is presented. The Langmuir of power without demanding massive power suppliescharacteristic velocity and another characteristic ve- becomes important in the overall design. Fbr many

locity defined here as the pulsed electric propulsion currently available power generators, however, the
(PEP) characteristic velocity are the two governing propellant mass saving that can be realized with
parameters in these scaling laws. The Langmuir and higher exhaust velocities is offset by the increasingPEP characteristic velocities describe the relation of mass of the power supply. In addition, most electric
the power generator mass and the energy storage sys- propulsion devices have higher efficiencies at higher
ter mass to the propellant mass required to perform power making operation at lower power still costly ina given mission. An optimal exhaust velocity that terms of power plant mass.
maximizes the useful mass fraction of the spacecraft p n (
can be found using these two parameters. This tech- Pulsed electric propulsion (PEP) systems avoid the
caniqe founespciay aliese to low power sml spaeh- cost of operating at high power by storing energy
niqucraft where thespecially applies to low power sa saystem and releasing it in a quick pulse. Pulsing allows thecraft where the mass of the energy storage system thruster to use less power over a longer time while
could make up a significant fraction of the total mass. t h ster to use l ess pow o er a loge t i e w h il e

An Ablative Pulsed Plasma Thruster (APPT) is used til obtaining the benefits of higher exhaust veloci-
as an example low power pulsed electric propulsion ties and efficiencies. The added mass of the energy
system applied to the Pluto Express Mission. A 100% storage system, however, can be a significant fractionsystemof the total spacecraft mass and must be onsideredI increase in the scientific payload mass of a recent t he to t  spacecraft m ass an d m t be considered
probe design is demonstrated by replacing the chem- i the spacecraft design as wel as the power plant
ical propulsion system with an optimized APPT sys- m ss.
tem using only well proven off-the-shelf technologies. The Ablative Pulsed Plasma Thruster (APPT) is

a pulsed electromagnetic thruster using a fluorinated
t : .polymer for propellant. It is the only electric propul-

1 Introduction . sion system proven in space[5, 6] to operate at powers
below 100 W. The APPT's simple configuration and

Electric propulsion devices with their large specific easy construction allow a proven empirical method
impulse values have been studied for numerous appli- for design[7, 8] while making the system more attrac-
cations including satellite stationkeeping, orbit rais- tive for long term missions, such as stationkeeping,
ing, and interplanetary travel[l, 2, 3, 4]. They are where reliability is a concern[9, 10, 11].
different from chemical propulsion systems by being APPT technology can also be applied to other longAPPT technology can also be applied to other long

Support from NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory and the Air term missions such as unmanned interplanetary ex-
Fbe Office of Scientiic Rearch ploration. NASA's Pluto Express Mission is a lowGraduate Student, Deprtment of Mchnical and Ampace mass, low power mission currently in the design stage.

Chief Scientu and Lab Maager, Member AIAA Pluto's distance from the sun and a relatively short
IProfeor, Departmentof Mechanical and AermpaceEngineer- mission time constraint require a large change in

ing FPhlo AIAA the probe's kinetic energy. Total cost, including the
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launching system, is also a primary driver in the de- is also presented. A non-dimensional formation of the
sign. Currently, a large launch system such as the model with parameters that govern the scaling of the
Titan IV or Proton is being considered by NASA al- relevant system masses is constructed. Finally, para-
though these systems are expensive. Electric propul- metric sensitivity in this model is discussed. This
sion options have been studied for this mission[12, 13] analysis will form the basis of a universal description
to reduce the booster size and cost. Almost all pro- that can be used for any pulsed electric propulsion
posed designs, whether using electric propulsion or system.
not, have the final leg of the mission (where solar
power is not readily available) being completed by 2.1 Mass Equations
a chemical propulsion system with a Radioisotope
Thermoelectric Generator (RTG) power supply. The total mass of a spacecraft using electric propul-

One goal of this paper is to demonstrate the propel- sion can be formulated as:
lant mass savings obtained by choosing an optimized
APPT system instead of the proposed chemical sys- M = M. + M + M, + M. + M, + M, (2)
tem for the Pluto Express Mission. An APPT system where Mo is the total initial mass, M, is the useful
is the only electric propulsion device that is techno- mass, M is the structural mass, M, is the power gen-
logically developed enough to be used on a mission erator mass, M. is the accelerator or thruster mass,
with such a low amount of power available. In this pa- M, is the propellant mass, and Mt is the propellant
per, an optimal APPT system configuration is found tank mass.
by developing genera pulsed electric propulsion scal- This expression can be reduced to fewer unknown
ing laws that include both the power generator mass variables by the following relations. The structuraland the energy storage system mass. Two character- mass can be considered proportional to the initial to-istic velocities, the Langmuir characteristic velocity tal mass by a structural constant, M, = K.Mo. Sim-and the PEP characteristic velocity, provide a basic ilarly, the propellant tank mass can be considered
approach for optimizing the useful mass fraction of a proportional to the propellant mass, Mg = KM,.spacecraft. This method will be applied using APPT The mass of the power generator is the sum of antechnology parameters and the design of an optimized initial mass regardless of power level, Mfi, and a
APPT system for the Pluto Express Mission will be power-dependent mass, KP,, where K, is the spe-

presentedcific mass of the power supply and P, is the power
available from the power supply for the propulsion

2 Scaling Laws for Pulsed system. In the case of a PEP system, the thruster I
mass is given by:Electric Propulsion Systems

M, = M/ + M, + Mn + M.,, (3)
In field-free space, the relation between a change in
spacecraft velocity, the mass of propellant expended where M. is the total thruster mass. M / is a fixed
during the maneuver, and the exhaust velocity of the mass made up of the power-independent part of the
thruster is given by the rocket equation: power conditioning system and the size-independent

Sparts of the thruster. This includes the electrodes
AV = fe ln(1 - ), (1) and discharge initiation circuitry. M., is the thruster

structural mass, Map is the power conditioner mass,
where the change in velocity is AV, the average effec- and M, is the energy storage system mass.
tive exhaust velocity is ii., and the propellant mass Again, some simplification can occur by using pro-
fraction, M,/Mo, is F. This analysis will assume an portionality relations. The structural mass should
approximate field-free case when the mission charac- be proportional to the total thruster mass, M, =
teristic velocity, AV, is given. This becomes a poor KM.. The power conditioning system mass with
assumption for long operation times although an ef- a specific mass of K. will follow a similar relation
fective characteristic velocity can still be meaningful. to the available power as the power generator mass

This section will develop the mass relations for described previously, M., = KeP,.. Finally, the I
a spacecraft using PEP technology and present two energy storage system mass will be proportional to
characteristic velocities that can be used to optimize the energy stored in the system, E, M. = KE.
the useful mass fraction of the spacecraft. A closed- Combining some of the specific mass constants for I
form approximation of the optimal exhaust velocity available power and energy, a, = K,+K.,,/(1-K ),

I
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a. = K,,/(1 - K,), and adding the fixed masses 2i--Npw(
together, M, = Mgf + M.l,/(l - K,), equation 2 aV a
becomes: By substituting equations 7, 8, 11, and 12 into equa-

Mo = M. + KMo + M,+ tions 9 and 10, the following relations between mass
aiP. b+ a,.E + M(1 + Ks). (4) fractions are produced:
, ^p', + aoE + M,( 1 + K ). (4)

Dividing by the initial total mass, M 0, and introduc- G = F( )2, (13)
ing mass fraction notation:

S= U + K + X + G + A + F(1 + K), (5) A = F(-) 2 . (14)

where U is the useful mass fraction, X is the fixed Equation 5 now simplifies to:
mass fraction, G is the power system mass fraction, A
is the thruster mass fraction, and F is the propellant 1 = U+K,+X+F 1 + 2 + ( .(1e2
mass fraction as noted previously.) + (15)

SUsing a modified form of the rocket equation, eq. 1,2.2 Characteristic Velocities a final equation for the useful mass fraction becomes:
As developed by Langmuir[l], a single characteristic K
velocity can describe the relation between the power= 1 - K,- X-
system mass fraction and the propellant mass frac- (1 - e-V/) l + Kt + ()2 + ()2 . (16)
tion. A similar method can also be used to find an-
other characteristic velocity describing the PEP sys- The useful mass fraction is dependent on three known
tem mass fraction. Both of these velocities require constants: K,, Kt, and X and four velocities: AV, ,,
the definition of a characteristic mission time. Let r U, and V. Of the four velocities, one is given by the
be the total operation time that the thruster is ac- mission parameters, AV. Two are based on thruster
tivated and drawing power. During this time, the technology, operation time, and the power generator
thruster will be pulsing at its maximum frequency specific mass, U and V. Finally, the exhaust velocity,Sf,, for a total of Np pulses: i,, is a free parameter used to optimize the useful

mass fraction.
1 / = N/r. (6)

The mass flow rate and mass bit can now be defined 2.3 Optimization, Scaling Laws, and
as follows: Parametric Sensitivity

rI = fm,,pmu = -, (7)7 An approximate optimal exhaust velocity in closed-
M = M (8) form can be found with two assumptions. First, the
N"' () Langmuir and PEP characteristic velocities are as-

The actual power and energy in the exhaust are re- sumed to be independent of the exhaust velocity (the
lated to the supplied power and energy by the follow- thruster efficiency cannot be a function of the exhaust
ing efficiency equations: velocity.) Second, the exhaust velocity is assumed to

i be much larger than the mission AV.

=P, m,, (9) a -
S1 = 0, (17)

ME = nmugu,, (10)
i AV. (18)where t7, the total efficiency, is defined as the prod- (

uct of the power conditioner efficiency, lb, and the The optimal exhaust velocity can now be described
thruster efficiency, ., , = ,%c. Define two charac- by the following relation:
teristic velocities, the Langmuir characteristic veloc- 1 1 1
ity and the PEP characteristic velocity: - = - + T. (19)

S=. /2r, (11) This relation is obtained by taking the derivative ofa s  the useful mass fraction with respect to the exhaust1
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velocity. The exponential function is expressed in
a Taylor series keeping only the zero and first or-
der terms, while all "small" terms (1/n 3 and K,) are
dropped. This leaves a simple description for the op-
timal exhaust velocity that is not dependent on the
mission AV. 1000

Unfortunately, the efficiency and, therefore, the 1000 :
two characteristic velocities are typically functions of
the exhaust velocity. In that case, this relation is no 10.
longer true. Equation 19, however, is still useful as 100
an approximation, and helpful to see general trends 6.0
in the optimization problem. 5 ' -

It is apparent through equations 16 and 19 that o 3.0
larger Langmuir and PEP characteristic velocities 10
yield higher useful mass fractions and higher optimal 1
exhaust velocities. For the Langmuir characteristic 1

velocity, increasing the operation time, increasing the 0.1
efficiency, or decreasing the specific mass of the power 0.1 1 10 100system can have the same beneficial result. Simi- 4 0/U
larly, equal changes in the number of total pulses, the
thruster efficiency, or the specific mass of the energy
storage system can all impact the PEP characteris- Figure 1: Propulsion parameter r as a function of
tic velocity in the same way. Figures 1 and 2 show the Langmuir and PEP characteristic velocities non-
the relations between the characteristic velocities and dimensionalized by the exhaust velocity as described
the useful mass fraction with the introduction of a by eq. 20.
propulsion parameter, r, that defines a universal set
of non-dimensional scaling laws:

1000 i----- ------- *
r= +(.)2 + ()2, (20) =U+Kr() +( (20)U V

1-U-K,-X l00,r = 1 - e-U / - Kt. (21) g1 .00

By using equations 1 and 4 the propulsion param- 0
eter can be understood as the ratio of the power sys- 10  

.60
tem, thruster and propellant mass to the propellant " 
mass, 0.90mas aP,. + c.E + Mp

r = P (22) 24i 34 1 16r 44T *.P 001 0.01 0.1 1
A small propulsion parameter, of first order, would AV/u
indicate that the masses of the power system and
thruster are on the same order as the propellant mass
required to perform the AV maneuver. A large r Figure 2: Propulsion parameter F as a func-
would indicate a massive power system or thruster tion of the mission characteristic velocity non-
compared to the propellant mass. dimensionalized by the exhaust velocity with varying

As seen in figure 1, smaller r values relate power-independent mass fraction constants, v. This
to smaller non-dimensional characteristic velocities, figure is described by eq. 21 with the assumption that
Uf// and fe/V. This is true of a system with K is negligible compared to v.
larger Langmuir and PEP characteristic velocities
and smaller exhaust velocities. Figure 2, however,
shows that larger exhaust velocities relate to larger
useful mass fractions for a given AV. This conflict

1
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points to an optimal exhaust velocity that will maxi-
mize the useful mass fraction while keeping i,/ and 16x1o -I .,/V within reasonable bounds. Characteristc PEP Velocty = 20000 m/s

i 12-
Figure 3 shows that the useful mass fraction can be 120

maximized with the choice of an optimal exhaust ve- > 10-
locity. Fbr fixed Langmuir and PEP characteristic ve- 8-

6- 600m/s

4-
< 2- 2000m/s

0.7 0-

0.6- 0 5 10 15 20x0 3

Langmuir Velocity (m/s)
S0.5-

04- 1000m/s
SFigure 4: Optimal exhaust velocities for typical

S0.3 ranges of Langmuir and PEP characteristic velocities
- 750m/s from equation 19.

0.1- 5000m/s0 =m i/rm/s 3 Scaling Laws Applied to
0 0 3 I I APPT Systems0 10 20 30 40 5xlO

Exhaust Velodty (m/s) An Ablative Pulsed Plasma Thruster is an example
PEP system already used in space. The APPT is an

Figure 3: Useful mss fraction as a function of e- electromagnetic accelerator that typically uses a ca-
haust velocity with varying Langmuir characteristic pacitor for its energy storage system. On flight-ready
velocity values. Approximate parameters are taken models, the LES 8/9 micropound thrust APPT[(5

velrom the luto Express Mission wither arn A T sy and the AFRPL millipound thrust APPT[14] for ex-from the Pluto Express Mission with an APPT sys- ample, power consumption is below 150 Watts, the* tem: V = 12 km/s, AV = 350 m/s, K, = 0.13. a m p l e , p o w e r c o n s u mptio n is b elo w 150 Watts, the
te: X = 12 km/s, AV = 350 m/s K = 0.13, specific impulse has been measured between 200 and
X = 0.13, and K . 2000 sec., and the efficiencies have reached up to

50%[5, 10, 15, 16]. Using moder capacitor and power
conditioner technology data, (an effort is made to
use only existing technology and data values that

locities, the optimal exhaust velocity for a maximum have been used in previous mission studies and veri-
useful mass fraction will follow equation 19. Figure 4 fled empirically) the PEP characteristic velocity can
shows this relation for typical small mass, low power be calculated for a given efficiency. Efficiency has
mission ranges of the Langmuir and PEP characteris- been shown, however, to be a function of the exhaust
tic velocities. Both characteristic velocities affect the velocityf10, 16] and this significantly affects the PEP
maximum useful mass fraction and optimal exhaust characteristic velocity for optimization purposes.
velocity in the same way. If the two velocities are not In this section, the values for the specific mass pa-
of the same magnitude, only the smaller of the two rameters outlined in section 2.1 along with two mod-
will have an impact on the optimization. The opti- els for the exhaust velocity dependent efficiency will
mal exhaust velocity will, therefore, always be near be presented.
the same order of magnitude as the smallest char-
acteristic velocity. This leads to optimal propulsion 3.1 Capacitor Technology
parameters always being close to one. The optimal
propulsion parameter can increase, however with the Capacitor technology has improved a great deal
increasing optimal exhaust velocities that come from over the last decades[17]. Electrostatic film ca-
including efficiency as a function of exhaust velocity. pacitors seem to show the most promise for this

I
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application[17, 18]. Their specific mass ranges from included[8, 21]. Yet the propellant tank mass does
0.1 - 0.01 kg/J and they have documented laboratory not make up a significant part of the total probe mass
lifetimes of 10' - 108 pulses(17, 19]. Previous APPTs since the solid Teflon propellant does not need to be
have used oil impregnated aluminum foil-mylar-paper stored in a pressurized tank. Instead, the tank mass
layers and a polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) capaci- and the propellant feeding system mass can be incor-
tor film with respective specific masses of 0.045 kg/J porated into the structural mass of the thruster. For
and 0.011 kg/J and pulse lifetimes on the order of this study, the parameters in question are set as fol-10' and 10' pulses. From observing the data, there lows: Kt = 0 and K. = 0.2. Other sources besides
appears to be a trade-off between specific mass and Fairchild Industries also approximated the structural
pulse lifetime. The specific mass magnitude does not mass by 20% of the total thruster mass including the
appear to vary as much as the total pulse lifetime propellant tank mass[10].
magnitude, however, and both can be seen to affect
the PEP characteristic velocity in the same way (see 3.4 Fixed Mass
eq. 12.) For this reason, capacitors with higher pulse
lifetimes and higherspecific masses may be favorable. The fixed mass is made up of the power-independent
A higher pulse rate and lower pulse energy follow with mass of the power conditioning system, the electrode
the choice of a long pulse lifetime capacitor. Ennis(19] mass, and the discharge circuitry mass. Again, us-
reports that rapid rate capacitors with a 0.064 kg/J ing Guman's paper on APPT design along with other
specific mass and a 1010 pulse lifetime have been built, sources that confirm the approximations[8, 5, 21], the
This technology is still under development, and ap- values used in this analysis are as follows: 0.5 kg fixed
plications for the APPT are, unfortunately, not yet power conditioner mass, 1 kg electrode mass, 0.2 kgavailable. Rather, another alternative that can be discharge initiation circuitry mass, and a total fixed
considered "off-the-shelf" technology, ceramic capac- thruster mass, M01u, equal to 1.7 kg. These val-
itors, will be adopted for this study. With a spe- ues are derived from an APPT with a discharge en-
cific mass near 0.02 kg/J and a lifetime predicted ergy of approximately 200 J and an expected lifetime
above 10' pulses, this technology is well suited for of 107 pulses. The mass of the electrodes could be
the APPT. This type of capacitor, or at least, spe- significantly reduced for designs that have lower dis-
cific mass and pulse lifetime values that are close to charge energies,require fewer pulses to complete the
this capacitor have been used in other APPT mission mission, or are made of a different material[22, 231.
studies[10, 11, 20], and they will be used here as well. The power-independent part of the power conditioner

mass and the discharge circuitry mass do not change
3.2 Power Conditioner Technology significantly with discharge energy.

Power conditioner technology, unlike capacitor tech- 3.5 Efficiency Models
nology, has not changed a great deal over the past
years. Dethlefsen and Ennis[17 describe a high power In order to design APPT thrusters, empirical models
design that operates at 93.5% efficiency with a spe- that predict mass ablation rates depending on elec-
cific mass of 4.4 kg/kW. In Guman's paper on design- trode geometry and discharge energy have been re-
ing APPT systems[8], suggested values for efficiency ated. The discharge energy, E, divided by the im-
and specific mass are 80% and 11 kg/kW, respec- pulse bit, I t , has been shown to be an important
tively, with a 0.5 kg power-independent fixed mass scaling parameter in this mass ablation function:
for systems operating below 200 Watts. These values E
will be used in this study, and again, similar values e - . (23)
have been used previously[10, 20]. e

The mass ablation relation is stated as follows:
3.3 Structural and Propellant Tank F(e) . (24)

Specific Mass E . (24)

Fr the LES 8/9 APPT and the AFRPL millipound U sing this function, the exhaust velocity and thrusterFor the LES 8/9 APPT and the AFRPL millipound efficiency can be expressed as:
APPT, the mass of the structure alone makes up ap- ca n b e expressed as:

proximately ten percent of the total thruster mass I 1
without the propellant or propellant storage system = - F(e)e (25)

n F~e ~j
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= m _ F(e) (26) This modified function will not be used, however, in
E 2 ( this study.

The exhaust velocity and efficiency can now be seen Using equations 25 and 26 along with the ablation
to be functions of e alone with the inclusion of the functions, eq. 27 and 28, efficiency can be expressed
mass ablation function. as a function of exhaust velocity. The Fairchild model

Two separate relations for the mass ablation func predicts,
tion have been suggested by Fairchild Industries(16] r7. = 6.71 x 10-3S /, (30)
and the RIAME of the Moscow Aviation Institute while the Russian model predicts a slightly lower
in Russia[10]. Fairchild bases their function on data w h l e t he R uss an m o del  c t s a  ower

from the AFRPL millipound thrust APPT with a e
side-fed propellant geometry, 6 = 271 x 10- ~/S. (31)

These two efficiency relations are compared in fig-
F(e) = 1320 .  (27) ure 6. The more conservative Russian model will be

Although the Russian paper does not explicitly state
what geometry was used for the ablation func- 0.6
tion, it falls somewhere between known the side-fed F d E
AFRPL millipound APPT and the breech-fed LES 0 -- - Fai chi d E f f. Model
8/9 APPT. -- Russian Eff. Model8/9 APPT,

I 0.4-
F(e) = 6.25 x 10 e-. (28) 0 . -

Figure 5 shows a graphical representation of the two c "'
ablation functions and data points from the two well <
studied systems along with a generated data fit for 0.1 /
breech-fed thrusters. It is interesting to note that /

0.0-

S__0 10 20 30 40 50x03
5x10 - \ \ Exhaust Velocty (m/s)

I27 E28 \Eq.29
Fairchild R~Ru, \ Data it

4 \ odel \ MdFigure 6: Efficiency as a function of exhaust velocity
Side Fed Breech Ad for the two different ablation models.

1 3 - APPTs * APTFr

used in this paper for the example Pluto Express Mis-
2 , sion.

i- -. .. 3.6 Summary of APPT Parameters
.... and Discussion of Characteristic

0- A Velocities

0 30 40 so 60 70x0o A summary of values discussed for APPT systems is
Enegy / Impulse Bit (/N-) presented in table 1. With these values and thruster

efficiencies ranging from 5-40%, the PEP character-
istic velocity can vary between 7-20 km/s. Using aFigure 5: Ablation models for breech-fed and side-fed thruster efficiency near 20% gives a reasonable PEP

APPT geometries with APPT system data [5, 8, 21]. characteristic velocity example, V=12.6 km/s, for es-
timating the optimal exhaust velocity. It is important

with a modification of the coefficient on the Russian to realize that since the PEP characteristic velocity is
ablation function, the breech-fed data points are well on the same order as typical exhaust velocities from
predicted: APPT systems, the thruster and energy storage sys-

F(e) = 22 x 10 e-4. (29) tem should make up a significant fraction of the total
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Cap. Spec. Mass K, = 0.02 kg/J would be small satellite orbit raising missions. These
Cap. Lifetime Np = 107 Pulses spacecraft are becoming more popular having masses
P. Cond. Spec. Mass K., = 11 kg/kW near 100 kg requiring a smaller and cheaper launch
P. Cond. Efficiency h, = 0.80 vehicle. The power supply will have a reduced spe-
Structural Mass Frac. K,. = 0.20 cific mass near 10 kg/kW and probably be supplying
Fixed Mass Mu = 1.7 kg less than a kilowatt total[25]. APPT systems are one
APPT Spec. Mass a 0  = 0.025 kg/J of the only electric propulsion technologies that have I

demonstrated operation at those low powers(26].
Approx. PEP Vel. V = 12.6 km/s Interplanetary missions can also be considered. Al-
(20% Thruster Eff.) though mission times are long enough to have large

Langmuir characteristic velocities, larger probes or
Table 1: Summary of APPT parameters, missions with large AV requirements will necessitate

high exhaust velocities for decent useful mass frac-
tions (see fig. 2.) This, again, points to bigger power a

mass compared to the propellant mass as discussed supplies and other, more efficient electric propulsion
in section 2.3. systems. For small mass and low power spacecraft

The Langmuir characteristic velocity is more of a that only require small changes in velocity, however,
mission dependent parameter. Still, order of mag- an APPT system can be a viable alternative. The
nitude estimates can be made by using reasonable Pluto Express Mission is a good example of this type
values for operating time, efficiency, and the power of spacecraft.
generator specific mass. For stationkeeping missions
where operation times can be on the order of ten years 4 The Pluto Express Mission
and solar power is typically used, the Langmuir char-
acteristic velocity is quite high. Using 30 kg/kW as Pluto is the only planet yet to be investigated by an
a reasonable power plant specific mass[24] and a to- unmanned probe. Recent observations showing the
tal efficiency of 16%, the Langmuir characteristic ve- existence of an atmosphere around Pluto have led
locity would be approximately 58 km/s, significantly to an interest in finally exploring the last planet in
higher than the PEP characteristic velocity for an our solar system by the year 2020 when the atmo-
APPT system. This indicates that the power sup- sphere could be frozen to the surface[27, 28]. Study-
ply necessary to run the APPT would be less mas- ing Pluto's atmosphere, geology, and surface compo-
sive than the energy storage system. The approxima- sition could give some answers about the outer solar
tion for the optimal exhaust velocity, eq. 19, predicts system origin and composition. These questions form
ti=13.5 km/s using the largest possible character- the basis for the scientific goals of the Pluto Mission.
istic velocities. Figures 1 and 2 can now be used The Pluto Express Mission will require a small
to determine the propulsion parameter and power- probe on a fast fly-by trajectory, either ballistic or
independent mass fraction depending on the mission with minimal gravity assists, to reach the planet in
AV. Typically, on board most earth bound satellites, time while using an available launcher and keeping
the power supply would mainly be used for payload costs down. For the ballistic case, the probe itself
devices and only a small fraction would need to be will be small and a large, expensive launching sys-
dedicated to the thrusters. tem, possibly a Proton or Titan IV, will be used to

For orbit raising missions where operation time is provide the solar escape energy. Another possibility
an important concern, the Langmuir characteristic would be to use either gravity assist maneuvers, a
velocity can become much smaller. Using a similar SEP booster stage, or a combination of the two to
solar power generator with a single month to per- reduce the-size and expense of the launcher with the
form the mission, the Langmuir characteristic ve- trade-off of added mission duration. In either trajec-
locity drops an order of magnitude to 5 km/s. It tory type, the final stage of the mission will consist
should also be noted that for the case of a large of a low mass probe with limited power resources.
spacecraft or, in general, where kilowatts of power During the mission, the main propulsion system
are required to perform the maneuver, other elec- will be required to perform trajectory correction ma-
tric propulsion systems with higher efficiencies may neuvers while the reaction control system (RCS)
be better suited to the task. An example of a mis- keeps the spacecraft oriented. The propellant and
sion where APPT systems are indeed the best choice the support mass (tankage, pipes, valves, etc.) is ex-

I
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I Mass Allocations: (kg) (frac) Subsystem: Power (W)
Power Subsystem 19.4 0.17 Telecommunications 9.0
Structure 14.6 0.13 Attitude Control 9.9
Propulsion 9.9 0.09 Data Processing 8.6
Useful Mass: (36.6) (0.32) Power Conditioning 15.1

Telecommunications 12.8 0.11 Thermal Control 1.0
Attitude Control 6.6 0.06 Science Payload 1.0
Spacecraft Data 6.5 0.06 Total Power: 44.6
Thermal Control 3.7 0.03
Science Payload 7.0 0.06 Table 3: 1993 Pluto Express design power consump-

Dry Mass: 80.5 0.71 tion in cruise phase.
Contingency (20%) 16.1 0.14
Propellant (AV=350 m/s) 17.0 0.15
IbTtal Mass: 113.6 1.00 minimum impulse bit required for each thruster is

less than 1 x 10- 4 N-s with a total mission impulse of
Table 2: 1993 Pluto Express design mass distribution. 250 N-s supplied by about half a kilogram of nitrogenpropellant.

The total propulsion system mass including the
pected to make up a significant portion of the total nitrogen propellant for the RCS but not the hy-
probe mass for a chemical system. Table 2 shows the drazine propellant for the AV thrusters is 9.9 kg.
mass breakdown of a recently published design for The power allotted during propulsion maneuvers is
the Pluto Express Mission[28]. For this study, the approximately 17 W for opening and holding valves.
AV supplied by the propulsion system during the
mission is assumed to be 350 m/s with a dry mass 42 Power System
contingency of 20%. This section of the paper will
describe the propulsion and power systems used in A Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (RTG) is
the recent Pluto Express design. the proposed power generator for the Pluto Express

Mission. Other systems have been studied: solar
4.1 Propulsion System power is not feasible in the outer solar system and

other nuclear or battery sources are not yet developed
One propulsion system proposed for this mission is enough to be considered. Schock[30, 31] describes
described in ref. [29]. It consists of a hybrid monopro- the Pluto Express power system along with modifi-
pellant hydrazine blow-down design pressurized with cations of the design to meet mission specifications.
nitrogen that will also be used for the cold gas RCS. The power requirements (not including the power for
The system design is fully redundant with at least the propulsion system) during a cruise phase of the
one duplicate component for each important part: mission are presented in table 3.
the valves and thrusters. The cold gas thrusters, the Like all power systems, the RTG has a power-
latch valves, and the regulators are all derivatives of independent mass that consists of mounting hard-
the Strategic Defense Initiative program with very ware, casing, electrical wiring, etc. After the initial
small masses and long lifetimes that are expected to mass, the power output and total mass of the RTG is
be greater than 10 years. Newer designs may have based on the number of General Purpose Heat Source
slight changes, however, only published design infor- (GPHS) modules there are, the quality of the plu-
mation is used in this study. tonium fuel, and the method of power conversion.

The main AV propulsion system consists of three GPHS modules degrade with time. Assuming that
4.4 N hydrazine thrusters providing 15 N of total all required power must be available at the "End of
thrust while using 22 W of power during peak pe- Mission" (EOM) date, the EOM power can be used to
riods of operation and less than 3 W during normal design the power supply. In addition, a power margin
operation. The thrusters have an I, of 220 s and, and contingency must be part of the design in case of
in this design, have enough propellant to deliver a partial failure or unpredicted power loses.
Delta V equal to 350 m/s. Currently a variety of power conversion technolo-

The RCS is made up of eight 4.5 x 10- 3 N nitrogen gies and fuel sources are available. Low power DIPS
cold gas thrusters that each have an I, of 57 s. The have been shown to have higher efficiencies and use

1
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less plutonium to produce relatively the same amount long operation time was assumed at a little over two
of power as an RTG[32]. It's initial mass is more years, or 7 x 107 seconds. This assumption will be
than an RTG system, however, and the specific discussed in more detail later along with alternative
mass for lower powers can be larger than RTG sys- operation times and their impact on the maximum
tems. An AMTEC system is another alternative, al- useful mass fraction.
though it has not yet been proven for use with GPHS The power supply is assumed to be an GPHS-
modules[33]. Proven GPHS-RTGs using SiGe uni- RTG similar in performance to the devices made
couples have been chosen for the recent Pluto Express for the Cassini mission. The power-independent
design and have been used in many interplanetary mass is 4.3 kg. Each module has a mass of 2.3 kg
missions before[34, 35, 36]. MOD-RTGs using SiGe and produces 13 W of power giving a specific mass
multi-couples have also been studied for their lower K,=0.18 kg/W. As an added constraint, the fixedspecific mass although the technology is not as well mass of the power generator will also include supply-tested as GPHS-RTGs[37]. ing enough power to the other subsystems on-board

The plutonium in the heat sources is very expen- at the same time (see table 3.) The fixed mass forsive. Previously built spare sources are being con- the power generator is, therefore:
sidered for the Pluto Express Mission to keep costs
down. Using Russian plutonium for the heat source Mgfi = 4.3 kg+44.6 W x 0.18 kg/W = 12.3kg. (32)
results in the lowest specific mass and highest EOM
power over using either a Cassini or Galileo spare[30]. The total fixed mass, fixed mass fraction, and total
With modifications, however, the Galileo or Cassini power generator specific mass can be calculated from
spare can be made to work for this mission with the the formulas in section 2.1, Ms = 14.4 kg, X = 0.13,
power margin and contingency included[31]. and a, = 0.19 kg/W. A summary of mission param-

eters for the Pluto Express example is provided in
table 4.

5 Using APPT Technology for
the Pluto Express Mission Struc. Mass Frac. KM = 0.13

Fixed Mass Frac. X = 0.13Significant benefits in propellant mass savings can be P. Gen. Fixed Mass M,-i = 12.3 kgachieved by switching to a system with a higher ex- P. Gen. Spec. Mass K, = 0.18 kg/Whaust velocity while using approximately the same Total P. Spec. Mass a = 0.19 kg/Wamount of power. An APPT system can accom- Operation Time r = 7 x10 7 splish these savings allowing more payload mass and
a demonstration of electric propulsion technology for Approx. Lang. Vel. = 10.9 km/s
a mass-critical, low power mission. In this section (20% Thruster Eff.)
of the paper, the universal scaling laws previously Thru r E)
described will be used to optimize the useful mass Table 4: Summary of Pluto Express Mission para
fraction. Parameters for the optimization will come eters. 4: um m a y o f l u t o E x p ress M i ssio n

from current technology and already tested APPT
systems.

5.1 Mission Parameters 5.2 Characteristic Velocities

Using 20% for an estimate of thruster efficiencyA summary of the APPT parameters used for this and the parameters discussed above, the PEP andmission may be seen in table 1. The remaining pa- Langmuir characteristic velocities are 12.6 km/s and
rameters left to specify are the initial total mass of 10.9 km/s, respectively. These values predict an op-
the probe, the structural mass fraction of the probe, timum exhaust velocity near 8.2 km/s. However, us-the mission operation time, and the power generator ing the Fairchild and Russian efficiency models, thespecific mass and fixed mass. Similar to the recent optimum exhaust velocities are higher at 12.6 km/sPluto Express design, the total initial mass will be and 11.4 km/s, respectively. With the inclusion ofset at 115 kg and the structural mass fraction will the efficiency models, a higher exhaust velocity will
be set to 0.13. The entire mission is projected to last lead to higher efficiencies and a slightly higher useful
between seven and ten years. For course correction, a mass fraction can be obtained. The maximum useful

I
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mass fractions for the Fairchild and Russian mod- is 11.4 kmn/s, the PEP characteristic velocity is
els are 0.67 and 0.63, respectively. The conservative 10.5 km/s, the Langmuir characteristic velocity is
lower values from the Russian model will be adopted 9.0 km/s, the efficiency is 13.7%, and the maxi-
in this study. mum useful mass fraction, including contingency and

One assumption that could be called into question RCS system, is 62.5%. The fuel fraction is 0.03 and
is the long operation time for a course correction ma- the required power for the propulsion system is only
neuver. The operation time only affects the Langmuir 29.5 W. This power along with the other components
characteristic velocity directly. Figure 5.2 shows how 44.6 W can be supplied with a 20% contingency at
the optimal exhaust velocity and the maximum useful EOM by a seven module Cassini-like RTG.
mass fraction change as a function of operation time The main APPT system design is very similar but
for both efficiency models. The time in the graph slightly smaller than the Fairchild millipound APPT.

Important parameters for the optimal APPT design
can be seen in table 5. The RCS system is made

1.0 14xO_

I1 - Fairchild Eff. Model I' 2 Fixed Mass M.f~ = 1.7 kg
S -- Russian Eff. Model / Struc. Mass M. = 1.3 kg

/ 10 L Power Cond. Mass M.g = 0.3 kg
0.6- Fraction Curves - ...--- Capacitor Mass Ma., = 3.3 kgh -8

,a, Total Mass M. = 6.6 kg
0.4- 6 < Power Requirement P, = 29.5 W

S& Discharge Energy E = 164 J
SPulse Frequency f = 0.14 Hz

3 . Optimal Exhaust 2 Mass Bit mba = 0.35 mg
1 / Velodty Curves 0 Impulse Bit Iu = 4 mN-s

&i I I 1 'l - I j 1 't Efficiency ur = 13.7%
10' Opertiome () o1 Specific Impulse I, = 1160 s

Table 5: Summary of APPT module for Pluto Ex-

Figure 7: Maximum useful mass fraction and opti- press Mission.

mal exhaust velocity as a function of operation time.
Both the Fairchild and Russian efficiency models are up of eight miniature APPT electrode sets with very
shown. small capacitors and electrodes. The electrical com-

ponents are, in fact, so small that the fixed mass of
stretches from 11 days to about 3 years. Notice that the thruster dominates the mass of each module. For
even for periods on the order of 100 days (10' s) the optimization purposes, the exhaust velocity was set
maximum useful mass fraction is at least above 40%; near the PEP characteristic velocity, approximately
a value which is higher than the recent design used in 10 km/s, and the mass of the fuel was set according to
this study (see table 2.) Figure 3 also shows how the the total impulse requirement. The maximum power
useful mass fraction changes with varying Langmuir used during pointing maneuvers is 2 W and the dis-
and exhaust velocities for this mission. The two year charge energy is 87.3 mJ. The smallest impulse bit is
operating time was chosen to show the importance 2.17 pN-s with a thrust of 40 pN. The electrode mass
of the PEP characteristic velocity and to keep the and ignition circuitry (if required) is scaled down to
APPT design for this mission close to other already 0.25 kg per module. The total mass of the RCS sys-
proven designs. A completely realistic and feasible ten is 2.3 kg. A 5.0 kg contingency is included for
system could be built with present technology, how- redundancy in the total APPT system.
ever, at any of the exhaust velocities and efficiencies
suggested by this paper. 5.4 Total Design Overview and Com-

parison
5.3 APPT System Design prsSA S Table 6 shows the proposed Pluto Express Spacecraft
Using the Russian efficiency model and the two using APPT technology for both the main propul-
year operation time, the optimal exhaust velocity sion system and RCS. The total APPT propulsion

U
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Mass Allocations: (kg) (frac) (chg) | shown to be important when power levels are low, I
Power Subsystem 20.4 0.18 +6% operation times are long, and the total mission AV
Structure 15.0 0.13 is small. These missions include stationkeeping for
Propulsion System (13.9) (0.12) +33% large satellites, orbit raising for small satellites, and

Main APPT 6.6 0.06 course correction maneuvers for small interplanetary
RCS APPT Sys. 2.3 0.02 probes.
Contingency 5.0 0.04 The Pluto Express Mission is a good exam-

Useful Mass: (43.9) (0.38) +19% ple where PEP system technology, specifically the
Telecomm. 12.8 0.11 APPT, can be optimized with the universal scaling
Att. Cont. 6.6 0.06 laws and an advantage over conventional systems is
Space. Data 6.5 0.06 realized. A 100% increase was shown in the scien-
Therm. Cont. 3.7 0.03 tific payload mass of a recent probe design using an
Science Pay. 14.0 0.12 +100% APPT system made with off-the-shelf technology in-

Dry Mass: 92.9 0.81 +14% stead of a chemical based system. The new design
Contingency (20%) 18.6 0.16 +14% for the APPT falls within the range of other, pre-
Prop (AV=350 m/s) 3.5 0.03 -80% viously flight proven APPT systems, and could be
STotal Mass: 115.0 1.00 made available for the Pluto Express Mission.
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